Evidence Summary: Understanding and assessing anger-related difficulties in young people – a guide for clinicians
Detecting anger issues in young people: Why is it important?

Recent data from over 24,000 young people indicates that anger-related problems are one of the main presenting issues among young people attending headspace centres [1]. Only depression and anxiety ranked higher than anger. This trend is also apparent both in international [2-4] and Australian tertiary mental health services, with an audit of a Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS) indicating that nearly one third of referrals (31%) were for anger and/or aggression [5]. The prevalence of anger problems among young people is likely to be underestimated as we know that the majority of people experiencing problematic anger do not seek support from health services [4]. Even when they do, they are unlikely to receive an effective intervention [4].

Despite the frequency with which mental health clinicians encounter clients seeking support for anger-related problems, clinicians may lack confidence in their ability to assess [6] and provide interventions for [4] this client group. General practitioners may also struggle to provide onward referrals for clients presenting with anger problems. Even when they feel a referral is indicated, clients presenting with anger-related problems may not fit referral criteria for mental health services [4]. This is concerning as a majority of clinicians seem to agree that individuals presenting with problematic anger often experience significant psychopathology that warrants intervention [6].

What are the barriers to early intervention?

Several factors contribute to this situation. First, there is much less research on anger treatments than for other emotional difficulties such as anxiety and depression (e.g. 7, 8). Second, while anger-related difficulties are a feature of a number of psychiatric disorders (e.g., Oppositional Defiant Disorder (ODD), Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD), Conduct Disorder (CD), etc. [9]), they are not indicative of any one diagnosis. Anger related difficulties are also commonly part of a more complex clinical presentation and may not be indicative of the presence of any of these disorders. Third, structural barriers such as complex referral pathways and intake criteria may lead to difficulty in accessing services. Finally, anger is a highly stigmatised emotion and myths about anger can make it harder for people to seek an effective and helpful response for anger-related problems (see the headspace MythBuster on anger for more information). We know that problematic anger can be extremely destructive to a young person’s life. We also know that young people presenting with anger problems can be effectively treated using psychological approaches [10-13].

Is anger the most misunderstood of basic emotions?

Common myths and stereotypes exist about the function of anger as an emotion, who gets angry, and how anger presents, which may lead to misunderstanding its adaptive functions [14]. There is often a misconception that problematic anger always results in overt aggressive behaviour, with the terms anger and aggression often used interchangeably [15]. Assumptions that problematic anger is easy to detect, that individuals experiencing problematic anger are dangerous or that they are less deserving of help than people presenting with other issues also exist. Young people and clinicians alike can also be affected by common stereotypes about problematic anger.

What is anger?

Anger is an emotion that includes cognitive, affective and behavioural components [15]. It can be experienced on a continuum of intensity from mild irritation to rage. It is important to distinguish between the experience and expression of anger [15-17]. When an individual experiences or ‘feels’ angry, they can express this anger in different ways: outwardly through verbal or non-verbal behaviour, or it can be suppressed and internalised. When internalised and not shown, anger may not be obvious to other people, even if it is intense or chronic.

Anger is a healthy emotion. Expressing anger can be adaptive in facilitating the development of assertiveness skills, self-efficacy and persistence [14]. Of all emotions, young adolescents may particularly struggle to recognise and respond to anger [18]. Learning to be aware of our emotions and express them appropriately is critical to both healthy development and good mental health [14]. Practising how to express our anger in a healthy way gives us a chance to build our confidence in dealing with anger and to learn that it is an emotion that we can manage, just like any other emotion. Far from being harmful, research suggests that developing skills to manage anger, such as assertiveness and problem solving, may actually be protective against anxiety and depression [14].

What is ‘problematic’ or ‘clinical’ anger?

Anger may become problematic when it occurs frequently, at high intensity, and leads to secondary problems [15]. These may include: aggressive behaviour, risk-taking, self-harm, health problems, high levels of stress and/or psychological distress. How much a person experiences anger and how intensely it is considered to be a dimensional personality characteristic or ‘trait’, whereby at one extreme a person is likely to feel angry a lot and/or very intensely, while at the other end of the spectrum, a person will rarely feel angry and/or experience only mild anger. Individuals would be described as having high trait anger if they are much more likely to respond with anger to a range of situations, and to feel angry a lot of the time [15].

In certain situations, it may be a more adaptive response to internalise anger, for example, to avoid escalating a potentially harmful and threatening situation. However, when anger is suppressed frequently, or in situations where it is not helpful, this can be problematic. For example, a longitudinal study found frequent suppression of emotions predicted young people having less social support, feeling less close to others and less satisfied in their relationships than their peers in their first year of university [19]. Suppression of intense emotions can also result in other psychological problems such as depression or low self-esteem [20-22]. Suppression of anger can be associated with unexplained physical health complaints [23] and can sometimes lead to a person turning anger ‘inwards’ against themselves. When this happens, intense anger can result in self-harm [24], see the headspace MythBuster ‘Sorting fact from fiction on self-harm’ for more information.

Why intervene early with young people experiencing anger problems?

Individuals who experience chronic and/or intense anger, or who have difficulty regulating their expression of anger, can experience significant psychological distress and functional impairment. Anger causes more destruction to individuals’ interpersonal relationships than any other emotion [15].
Individuals who experience problematic anger are at increased risk of engaging in a wide-range of maladaptive behaviours including self-harm [24-26], problematic gambling [27], and substance abuse [e.g., 28-30]. Furthermore, a longitudinal study of over 4,000 adolescents found that both boys and girls who experienced problematic anger in school were at increased risk of perpetrating dating violence and peer violence [31]. Anger also has a significant positive association with suicidal ideation, independent of the impact of depression and low self-esteem [32]. Individuals who present with chronic anger are at increased risk of developing physical health problems, such as coronary heart disease and type II diabetes [33] and are more likely to die younger than individuals without a history of anger problems [34]. Effective early intervention is indicated not only to address current symptoms and functioning, but also to prevent the long-term negative consequences of problematic anger.

**Why is it important to conduct a thorough clinical assessment with clients presenting with problematic anger as a primary concern?**

While problematic anger is not a psychiatric diagnosis, it is commonly part of a more complex clinical presentation. Individuals who present to services with problematic anger should undergo a comprehensive clinical assessment. Anger can serve a function in regulating other negative feelings that are experienced as threatening or unacceptable by a person [35]. For example, if a person identifies sadness as a sign of weakness, strong feelings of sadness may be perceived to be intolerable. As a result, when a person feels or anticipates feeling sad, this may trigger them to feel angry. Anger can also stem from other negative feelings that a person has trouble understanding. When anger functions in this way, it may ‘mask’ other negative emotions that are very distressing to the person. For example, mood disturbance in children and adolescents experiencing a depressive disorder may present as irritable mood rather than sadness [9], which may lead to parents and teachers describing depressed young people as ‘angry’ rather than depressed. It has also been proposed that anger problems ‘mask’ depression among young men [for more information see below].

It is important to remember that a person’s anger may be a normal reaction to stressful or difficult circumstances. Therefore, it is important to be cautious in providing any diagnosis and always consider whether the symptoms are excessive in relation to the young person’s situation, age and stage of development [9].

**Why is it important to assess for anger among all young people presenting to mental health services?**

It is important to screen for anger problems with all young people presenting to clinical services, regardless of their gender or whether anger problems are self-reported at intake [29]. While it has been proposed that males’ depressive symptoms are more likely to be ‘masked’ by anger and aggressive behaviour [36, 37] research evidence for this is inconclusive. Some research has found that men receiving inpatient treatment for unipolar depression reported higher rates of ‘anger attacks’ i.e., sudden intense spells of anger compared to women [38, 39]. However, other large studies of both inpatient and outpatient adults have found no significant gender differences in the prevalence of anger attacks, irritability, aggressiveness or antisocial behaviour [40-42]. Other studies in adolescents have also failed to find support for a gender-specific ‘masking’ of depression symptoms [43] and another study in young adults found that symptoms of ‘male depression’ (measured by stress, aggressiveness, irritability, feelings of displeasure, substance use and a greater tendency to self-pity) were actually significantly higher among females [44]. Similarly, a large multi-national study of adolescents found that the relationship between depressive symptoms and anger was stronger among young women than young men [15]. Furthermore, despite the lack of evidence to support the gender-specific presentation of anger, this belief is widespread [45]. Perhaps due to this stigma and the representation of anger as a ‘male problem’, young women are less likely to seek help for anger problems [e.g., 1], and when they do present, clinicians may be less likely to screen for these problems. Clinicians need to be mindful that a young person presenting with anger-problems may have an underlying depressive syndrome, regardless of their gender.

Problematic anger is highly prevalent in clinical samples [46]. As previously discussed, it is a diagnostic feature in a number of psychiatric disorders including certain low prevalence disorders (e.g. CD and ODD) that are more typically diagnosed in adolescents and young people [9]. Research with adults (both clinical samples and in the general population) demonstrates that problematic anger is also associated with depressive [29, 46, 47] and anxiety disorders [17, 29, 48]. There is an association between substance use and problematic anger in the general population [29] but evidence with clinical samples has been mixed [e.g. 46, 49]. Overall, this research suggests that many clients would benefit from support in understanding and managing their anger.

Moreover, it is important to assess for anger problems among all young people presenting for treatment as unidentified and untreated anger may jeopardise treatment outcomes. For example, the presence of problematic anger may be an indicator of poor response to treatment and increased risk of violent behaviour among adults receiving treatment for substance use disorders [50-52] and among partner-abusing men [53]. Therefore, if problematic anger is detected, clinicians may consider more intensive treatments and be alerted to the critical role of risk assessment in monitoring for the potential risk of violence. Problematic anger has also been associated with poor treatment response among veterans with PTSD [54, 55]. However, research with non-veteran samples has been inconsistent [56-60]. Problematic anger may also predict poor outcomes, and increased risk of treatment drop-out among individuals presenting with Social Anxiety Disorder [61].

In addition to providing an opportunity to tailor treatments to maximise the chances of retaining clients in treatment and obtaining optimal outcomes, assessing for anger problems may also alert clinicians to other underlying emotional difficulties that may go undetected. For example, one study found that adolescents with Obsessive Compulsive Disorder who experience frequent temper outbursts (as reported by either the adolescent or the parent) were more likely to experience depressive symptoms than those who did not display this behaviour [62].

Finally, emerging research with adult outpatients suggests that treating problematic anger may reduce suicide risk [63]. Problematic anger was associated with an increased sense of being a burden on others, which in turn was associated with increased risk for suicidal ideation and behaviours. These preliminary findings indicate the importance of monitoring perceptions of burden and interventions that encourage adaptive expressions of anger and build interpersonal skills [63].
The risk of misdiagnosis for clients presenting to services with problematic anger

Although limited, research suggests that clients presenting to psychiatric services with problematic anger as a primary concern are at risk of being misdiagnosed [6]. This is concerning as an inaccurate diagnosis may result in an inappropriate and ineffective treatment in addition to delaying appropriate treatment. Poor assessment of clients presenting with anger-related difficulties may also lead to a diagnosis of a psychiatric disorder when this is not warranted or helpful.

Clients presenting with problematic anger may be at risk of being misdiagnosed with a Personality Disorder (PD) [6]. While a significant number of individuals presenting with problematic anger may meet criteria for a PD [64], it is not uncommon for individuals to have a diagnosis of a PD in the absence of problematic anger [64]. Similarly, many individuals who experience problematic anger do not meet criteria for a PD. For example, in one study, less than a third of many individuals who experience problematic anger do not meet criteria for BPD [64]. A personality disorder should never be diagnosed solely on the basis of anger problems (see the headspace Evidence Summary on Diagnosing BPD in Adolescents). Clinicians should also be cautious in diagnosing Intermittent Explosive Disorder (IED) on the basis of anger problems [6].

There is also some research to suggest that elevated anger detected among individuals with a PD diagnosis may be attributable to comorbid Axis I disorders [29].

Females presenting with problematic anger may be particularly at risk of being misdiagnosed with Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) while males may be at risk of being misdiagnosed with Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD; 6). ‘Inappropriate anger’ is one of nine BPD features and to meet criteria for a diagnosis five BPD features need to be present [9]. Therefore the diagnosis of BPD on the basis of anger alone is not sufficient. Some individuals presenting with anger problems may meet criteria for BPD, however, they are likely to be in the minority [64].

A framework for assessing young people presenting to clinical services: keeping anger in mind

When assessing any young person:
- Don’t assume they will report their anger problems.
- Do ask about their experiences of feeling angry, and how they manage their anger (even if anger is not an indicated problem at referral).
- Remember, anger problems are prevalent in young men and young women.
- Be mindful that young people (particularly younger adolescents) often struggle to recognise and understand anger. Try to support them to find a way to describe their emotions, perhaps asking where and how they ‘feel’ anger in their body.
- Young people may be ashamed to talk about their anger – validate their emotional experience and maintain a non-judgemental approach.

When assessing a young person who is experiencing difficulties related to anger:
- Be mindful that they may be experiencing other symptoms of psychological distress. Always complete a thorough clinical assessment.
- Never assume they meet a certain diagnosis because anger is a predominant symptom of their presentation.
- Don’t pathologise their anger or make assumptions about whether it is maladaptive. Explore what situations, emotions, thoughts and beliefs trigger their anger. Explore how they manage their anger in different situations (e.g. do they engage in certain behaviour in an attempt to regulate their anger, such as aggression, self-harm, exercise, risk-taking behaviours)?
- Ask about what helps them to manage their anger currently and explore areas of personal strength.
- Be mindful that anger may be related to experiencing abusive relationships (e.g. domestic violence, dating violence, bullying) or trauma-related symptoms. Sensitive enquire about past or current experiences of violence, abusive relationships and trauma and know what local services you can refer to if a young person needs additional support. It may also be helpful to refer to the headspace Evidence Summary – Working with adolescents: Keeping romantic relationships in mind.
- Enquire about substance use, and what role (if any) substances may have as a coping mechanism for anger, and/or in exacerbating anger or aggressive behavior.
- If a young person is experiencing problematic anger, assess their readiness to change and match interventions appropriately. If they are ambivalent about trying to change the way they manage their anger, interventions should focus on increasing motivation to change and addressing any risk issues.

Risk assessment (of risk to self and others) and management is extremely important:
- As with any young person presenting to clinical services, ensure you screen for self-harm and suicidal ideation or behavior. Anger problems may present in the context of a violent social context (e.g. with peers, in the home), therefore always ask whether the young person has any concerns for their safety.
- Assess whether they have a history of violent behavior, and if they are at risk of hurting others (e.g. preoccupation with revenge). This should include an assessment of risk of violence toward parents, siblings and intimate partners. With training, there are a number of assessment tools that can be used to aid structured professional judgement of risk of violence, such as, the Structured Assessment of Violence Risk (SAVRY) for adolescents aged 12-18 years; see (http://www4.parinc.com/Products/Product.aspx?ProductID=SAVRY, and the Historical Clinical Risk Management-20, Version 3, (HCR-20, Version, Historical Clinical Risk Management-20, Version 3 see http://hcr-20.com/about/). Assessing and managing risk of violence is complex, therefore it is recommended that clinicians seek out training in this area if they feel the need to further develop their skills. Tools that support structured professional judgment in the assessment of risk of violence can assess the probability of someone engaging in violent behavior and identify risk factors [65]. By identifying risk factors for violence in their clients that can be managed (e.g., substance use, poor impulse control, stress and poor coping mechanisms) clinicians are much better placed to manage risk appropriately.
- If there are any immediate risks to the safety of the young person or others, take immediate action within your organisation’s risk management policies and your profession’s guidelines regarding your duty to warn and protect individuals who may be at risk of harm.

Reflect on your own practice:
- Reflect on assumptions that you may hold about anger and how these may influence your ability to detect and work with clients who have anger problems (e.g. Do you associate anger with a particular diagnosis or client group? Do you feel comfortable working with clients presenting with anger problems? How do you manage anger?). Use supervision to work through any relevant issues and seek extra support and training as required.
Helpful Resources

The headspace MythBuster on anger dispels prevalent myths that affect young people, their parents/carers and clinicians alike (available at headspace.org.au, along with other resources).

The Centre for Clinical Interventions (Western Australia) also provides a series of fact sheets and self-help resources available online that may be helpful.
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